	
  

	
  	
  	
  	
  

	
  

	
  

SAD SONGS OF HAPPINESS
	
  

Documentary, 83 minutes
Directed by Constanze Knoche
	
  
	
  
TAG LIN E
	
  

Although Hiba, Rita and Tamar – pupils at the international Schmidt’s Girls College in Jerusalem –
have only been receiving classical singing lessons for under two years, their music teacher has registered them for a prestigious competition which takes part in Istanbul and Germany ...
	
  
	
  
SYN O PSIS

Although Hiba, Rita and Tamar – pupils at the international Schmidt’s Girls College in Jerusalem –
have only been receiving classical singing lessons for under two years, their music teacher has registered them for the prestigious competition "Jugend Musiziert" ("Youth Makes Music"). An exciting
journey awaits the students: their trip will lead them out of their conflict-ridden everyday life to the
first round of the competition, which will be held in Istanbul in 2013. For those who succeed in this
round the journey continues to Germany where the competition celebrates its 50th anniversary.
Every single girl brings the right qualities to reach the local finals: musical talent, a special voice and a never ending joy of singing.
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CONSTANZE KNOCHE | Director

LEIS BAGDACH | Producer

	
  

Constanze Knoche was born in Germany, Magdeburg. After studying dramaturgy at the "Hochschule für Musik und Theater Leipzig" she studied
directing at the "Hochschule für Film und Fernsehen Potsdam", at the "Filmakademie Vienna"
and at the "Escola Superior de Teatro e Cinema"
in Lisbon. Since 2007 she works as director, writer
and producer for film and television.

	
  

Born in Cologne. Studied literature and theatre
studies at the University of Leipzig. Works and
lives in Berlin since 2000 as a freelance writer for
cinema, TV and theatre. Shareholder and manager
of the film production company NEUFILM since
2012.
	
  
Filmography (Writer & Producer, selection):

Filmography (selection):

VISITORS | 2012 | Feature, 90 min (Debut) |
Silvia-Loinjak-Filmproduktion | International
screenings (inter alia): SAO PAULO International
Filmfestival 2012, SLAMDANCE Filmfestival
2013, SHANGHAI Int'l Filmfestival 2013

VISITORS | 2012 | Feature, 90 min (Debut) |
Silvia-Loinjak-Filmproduktion | International
screenings (inter alia): SAO PAULO International
Filmfestival 2012, SLAMDANCE Filmfestival
2013, SHANGHAI Int'l Filmfestival 2013
JUNCTION POINT | 2011 | Feature, 90 min

TERESAS ROOM | 2007 | Feature, 40 min |
Co-production HFF Konrad Wolf and RBB |
GERMAN CAMERA AWARD 2007 (nominated) | FIRST STEPS AWARD 2007 for the male
leading actor (Mehdi Nebbou)
THE HOSTAGE | 2006 | Documentary, 5:18
min | Co-Production HFF Konrad Wolf and 3sat
(TV-Channel)
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TECHN ICAL DETAILS
	
  

Original title: ...................................................... Sad Songs Of Happiness
International title: ............................................. Sad Songs Of Happiness
Country of production: .................................... Germany
Country of shooting: ........................................ Israel, Palestine, Turkey, Germany
Date of completion: .......................................... March 2014
Genre: ................................................................... Documentary / Arts & Culture, Social & Human
Interest, War & Conflict, Youth & Children
Running time: .................................................... 83 Minutes
Colour: .................................................................. Colour
Screening format: .............................................. DCP
Framerate: ........................................................... 24fps
Aspect ratio: ........................................................ 16:9
Sound: ................................................................... 5.1
Original language: ............................................ Arabic, English, German
Subtitles: .............................................................. English
Production company:....................................... Neufilm UG
URL....................................................................... www.neufilm.com
World premiere: ................................................. 10/04/2014, Hamburg Int’l Filmfestival
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CAST & CREW

	
  
With: ................................................................. Rita Tawil
Hiba Awad
Tamar Haddad
Karl Kronthaler
Sama Shafea
Jamileh Zaatreh
Nour Ghoul
Ismail Tawil
Ejad Awad
Director: .......................................................... Constanze Knoche
Writer: .............................................................. Leis Bagdach, Constanze Knoche
Managing Editor (ZDF): ................................ Milena Bonse
Producer: ......................................................... Leis Bagdach, Constanze Knoche, Holm Taddiken
Production Manager: ..................................... Leis Bagdach
Director Of Photography: ............................... Kirsten Weingarten
Sound Mixer & Sound Designer: ................ Felix Andriessens
Cutter: ................................................................ Kai Minierski
Colour Correction & DCP: ........................... Cine Chromatix, Berlin
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DIRECTO R’S N O TES

When we first came to Israel in 2011 the parents of a close friend (who we hardly knew back then)
invited us to dinner. Mr and Mrs Kronthaler had been living in Jerusalem since a little more then
one year and we spent a wonderful evening on their balkony watching the Dome of the Rock,
eating hummus and drinking red wine from the Sea of Galilee. At farewell Mr Kronthaler, a
bavarian music teacher who spent most of his life abroad, invited us to visit his school at the
following day. We accepted with thanks and after wandering around through rainy Jerusalem the
other morning we finally reached the Schmidt’s Girls College – a palestinian secondary school at the
east part of the city. Mr Kronthaler had announced our visit to his pupils and we – the guests from
europe – were already eagerly awaited. The music lesson which we were allowed to participate
rather remined of an impromptu choir concert: while singing Cindy Lauper’s True Colors or the
jewish traditional Shalom Chaverim the ten year old girls did everything to impress us – with success!
A few minutes before they were chatting and giggling schoolgirls, but now they turned into almost
professional classical singers with such an incredible and surprising concentration that our eyes
became misty (although we actually see ourselves entirely unsentimental!). The singing children in
their school uniforms, the alternating joy and sadness in their faces, the melancholy and
simultaneously carefreeness pathos of their voices: all these things matched perfectly with the mixed
emotions that our previous experiences in Israel and Palestine had left. Jerusalem is a perfect
example for this infinitely beautiful, friendly and heavenly region (both from cultural and natural
point of view), which is on the other hand almost intolerable. You can’t stroll through the Old City
of Jerusalem – past the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, the Western Wall and the Al Aqsa Mosque –
without being all churned up inside from the continuous change between euphoria and rejection,
fear and confidence. All these archetypal and universal emotions we found mirrored in the faces of
the singing girls – the idea of making a documentary about this girls was born in less than a second
…
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REVIEW : THE HO LLYW O O D REPORTER
	
  

An engaging piece which reveals the tragic realities of East Jerusalem:
„German filmmaker Constanze Knoche follows three aspiring Palestinian schoolgirl singers
preparing for singing competitions in Istanbul and beyond“
Most documentaries about Palestinian youth revolve around lives led in a state of frustrated confinement. Sad Songs of Happiness seems to defy that convention: the protagonists here are free to fly
away (and back) to realize their ambitions, as they are filmed preparing for and participating in musical contests overseas. The film's paradoxical title, however, speaks volumes about the complex
dynamics bubbling underneath the pre-adolescent singers' freedom of movement and will, as German director Constanze Knoche gently weaves the youngsters' (and their families') predicaments
into the backdrop.
Knoche and his team are to be commended for subtlety in revealing the inherent gloom amid all the
musical glee, thus providing the world with yet another dimension of the saga of generations of
Palestinians living under threat. Its appearance in Hanoi marks the film's first festival stop after its
October world premiere in Hamburg, and the film's (sadly) perennially topical theme and (happily)
well-crafted storytelling should at least secure a run in the documentary-showcase circuit. Knoche's
previous film, the fictional feature The Visitors, bowed at the Sao Paulo, Slamdance and Shanghai
festivals.
For all her efforts, Knoche could count herself as fortunate in having centered her documentary
around very engaging and vibrant individuals. Driving Sad Songs of Happiness is a group of Palestinian
high-school students whose stunning voices have provided them with an opportunity to have a
brief glimpse at the world out there, beyond their socially stifled lives at home in East Jerusalem.
Defying media norms of always presenting Palestinians as one uniform, materially despondent
mass, Knoche's subjects are part of a constrained Palestinian middle-class: they live comfortably,
study well and have their musical talents nurtured by a kind, German teacher.
But the anguish is there, of hopes dashed and lives lost - in snippets of odd conversations, we learn
of cases of the pessimism adults have with regards to their offspring's future, something stemming
from very real instances of Palestinians being treated with brutality by the Israeli army. It's a kind of
melancholy - soundtracked by whirring Israeli military helicopters above, and fuelled by glimpses of
the wall cutting Jerusalem in half - which qualifies all the happiness erupting on screen, as Knoche
follows her subjects in the run-up to, and then during their participation in, a musical competition
in Istanbul.
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Of the young contestants, Knoche's focus lies with seventh-graders Rita Tawil and Hiba Awad,
budding sopranos whose vocal range defy their tender ages, and the slightly older Tamar Hadad,
whose forte in smoky sounds of jazz reflects her doubts about life in adolescence. Under the aegis
of their musical instructor Karl Kronthaler and their headmistress - who, in perhaps one of the
film's more expositional segments, explain to the youngsters their citizenship status - the highschoolers play, work, laugh and fret about their trip and their performances, their different personalities (and their relationship with the environment they are in). The proceedings are vividly captured
by Kirsten Weingarten's camerawork and Kai Minierski's editing.
Just as all seems to be going well and their ventures to Turkey (and, later, beyond) are clicking into
gear, dark clouds return. Politics do matter, it seems, and the trauma of life under occupation has
left its mark on young minds. Sad Songs of Happiness provides yet another example - albeit from a
different angle - of the tragedy unfolding in the Palestinian territories.
Clarence Tsui, 12/1/2014
(http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/review/sad-songs-happiness-hanoi-review-752816)
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FILM STILLS
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